Agile PLM

Upgrade Services

What Can Xavor’s Agile PLM Upgrade Services Do For Your Business?
Here are some ways in which our Agile PLM Upgrade Services are different:

O

We
 include not only delta training but we also include business workshops on how your
company can use new features and configuration in both of your test and production
environments.

O

We
 automatically include load/performance testing against the benchmark of your existing
environment to avoid performance degradation by an upgrade.

O

We upgrade all of your customizations.

O

If
 you lost your source code, we can decompile it to ensure that the right version gets
moved.

O

We
 have the best relationships with CAD providers and will work to ensure that the new
Agile PLM version works with CAD environments.

O

If
 you are using Oracle PIP, we are aware of versions that work with each other throughout
the stack. We can upgrade it with you as one project (additional charges apply).

O

OPLA
upgrades are included in all our packages even if you have page 3 or custom

attributes configured.

O

If
 we complete your upgrade, all of your awesome Xavor add-ons get upgraded as well,
even if you didn’t buy support for the add-on solutions. This happens only if we are doing
the upgrade.

O

If you give us a Hosting contract, we will upgrade it for you at no cost.

O

If
 you give us a Managed Services contract, we will upgrade it for you at no additional cost.

O

If
 we are completing the upgrade and you buy our xEngine Integration solution, we will
waive the implementation services cost.
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Upgrade Packages:
Number of Distinct Users
(that logged in the last month)

0-50 - $5k
50-100 - $10k
100-500 - $15k
500-1000 - $20k
1000-2000 - $30k
2000+ - $40k

Upgrade from 9.2.x

Add 10% across services

Upgrade from Advantage/8.x?

Add 50%

Clustered

Add 20%

Proxy

Add 10%

More than 2 DFMs

Add 5%

FDA Validation

Add $10k for validation pack
$10k for services

More than 2 environments

Add 10% per environment

Customizations

$500 per Web PX
$250 for other PX’s

Batch Scripts using SDK

$1000 per script
($3k if direct DB script)

eCAD

Add 10% for coordination with eCAD
vendors and testing with them

ERP or other Integrations

Add 10% per integration for
coordination and testing

HOW DOES
IT WORK?
Contact Xavor
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Contact Xavor today to get started!
About Xavor Corporation
Headquartered in Irvine, California, Xavor has provided business and software consulting services to enterprise
companies since 1995. Our Agile PLM team delivers products, services and apps to enhance adoption and extend
productivity. We perform new implementations, data migrations, upgrades and process customizations focusing on
the semiconductor, medical device and high-tech verticals.
Visit us at xavor.com

